
Veteran Jones|Clifford attorney and partner 
Kenneth Sheppard has been named Applicant’s 
Attorney of the Year by the Workers’ 
Compensation Section of the California    
Lawyers Association.

The California Lawyers Association is a 
statewide voluntary bar association for all 
California lawyers.  

The CLA Applicant’s Attorney of the Year award 
is one of the most prestigious honors for a 
workers’ compensation attorney in California.  

It reflects outstanding knowledge of the law, 
professional courtesy, community service, 
professionalism, recent contributions to the 
practice of workers’ compensation, service to the 
client and advocacy skills.  

The award is unique in that it is voted on by an 
equal number of applicant’s attorneys, defense 
attorneys and judges.  Sheppard says he was 
truly honored to receive the award, noting that it 
“shows you have earned respect and admiration 
by your peers, and that even opposing counsel 
recognizes your work.”

Sheppard, who began his career at the firm in 
1998, before he had even earned his law degree, 
received the honor at the CLA convention in San 
Diego, on September 16.

Sheppard has been practicing Workers’ 
Compensation law with Jones|Clifford since 
2003 when he graduated from UC Hastings 
College of Law.  He lives in the Bay Area with his 
wife and two children.
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Thanks to the work of Jones|Clifford managing partner 
Christopher Dehner, the family of a San Francisco firefighter 
now has the financial resources to survive.

A recently decided court case upheld Dehner’s contention that 
firefighters are entitled to benefits even when they are traveling 
to work from their homes in their personal vehicles.

The benefits came from the tragic death of a young firefighter 
who died in an early-morning automobile accident in 
December of 2018, as he was driving to his job from his home 
near Monte Rio, California.

The young man had only been a firefighter for the City and 
County of San Francisco for two years when the accident 
occurred, leaving his registered domestic partner and their 
unborn child without a partner, a father, and the financial 
resources of his employment.

Dehner took up the case at the urging of Firefighters local 798 
who wanted to help the domestic partner and child and on 
behalf of the firefighter who was well known and well liked for 
his willingness to help out on any assignment he was given.

His domestic partner will now receive lifetime retirement 
benefits, and their daughter, who is now 3, will receive workers’ 
compensation benefits until her 18th birthday.

While commuting to work is generally excluded from Workers’ 
Compensation benefits, there are a number of exceptions that 
have been outlined in several key court cases. Those exceptions 
included instances when an employee is required to have a car 
at work to benefit the needs of the employer.

In this case, Dehner noted that specific staffing requirements at 
individual firehouse throughout the city require that firefighters 
regularly report to their assigned stations but can then be 
reassigned to balance staffing.

The firefighters’ 24-hour shifts begin at 8:00 a.m. but 
commanders routinely begin assessing attendance levels by 
about 7:00 a.m. This allows commanders to move firefighters 
to stations that may be understaffed because of illness or                 
other issues. 

Firefighters report for work and those that are reassigned are 
required to report as expeditious as possible, with their gear, to 
the new firehouse.

On any given day 10 to 15% of the 313 firefighters on duty 
might be reassigned.

A firefighter’s gear is normally stored at the assigned firehouse 
along with a spare uniform and personal items needed for the 
24-hour shift.

Dehner presented witnesses who pointed out that the most 
efficient way to get from one firehouse to another was by 
personal auto, so firefighters were effectively required to have 
access to their vehicle when they reported for work.

After almost 2.5 years of hearings and court appearances the 
Workers’ Compensation judge agreed with Dehner that it was 
impractical and unworkable to expect reassigned firefighters to 
take BART, MUNI, or a ride service while in uniform with 40lbs 
of gear from one station to another.

Dehner, who has been with Jones|Clifford since 2000, 
says winning the case was gratifying but he admits that he 
was a bit perplexed by the defense put up by the City and                     
County attorneys. 

“They apparently expected that they were going to win and 
never even offered to settle the case,” he says. Very often in 
Workers Compensation cases the two sides will work out a 
financial settlement rather than spending hours arguing before 
a judge.

“If they had offered a significant settlement, it would have 
been tough for his widowed partner to turn down given her 
circumstances, but the City would never even consider it,”            
he noted.

Dehner’s work completely changed the future of the family. 
The ruling will also affect firefighters in the state who work 
under the same flexibility as San Francisco, and thanks to the 
persistence of Local 798 and Dehner, many firefighters may now 
be covered under certain circumstances if they are injured while 
travelling to work.  

Chris Dehner Wins Life-Changing 
Benefits for Family of Tragically 
Killed San Francisco Firefighter
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Ann Munene, one of Jones|Clifford’s newest associates, says that 
becoming a lawyer came naturally: she knew she was destined to 
help people from the time she was in grade school.

“Even then,” she says, “people who were being harassed and 
tormented by older, bigger classmates would come to me for 
help. It certainly wasn’t because I was physically bigger, but I had 
no problem confronting bullies.”

Munene, who began her career with the firm in the spring of 
2018, says even her initial experiences with the US educational 
system taught her that anyone can be marginalized and left in a 
disadvantaged position if they do not understand the system. 

One such experience she noted was with the school system 
in Southern California, where administrators wanted her to 
enter school a grade behind where she had left off in her native 
country of Kenya. “I knew it was wrong, so we appealed the 
decision and they agreed to let me start ahead of where I left off.  
I told them that if it was too difficult, I would move back a grade.” 

While it was hard, she managed to keep up with her classmates.  
“Many other immigrants don’t know that they can appeal a 
decision like that, so they just accept it, and wind up behind”      
she adds.

Upon graduation from high school, she was accepted to the 
University of California, in Berkeley, and while she had never 
even visited the campus, she decided it was the best place for 
her. She majored in Legal Studies and Psychology with a minor               
in Rhetoric.

Munene admits that she was “rather shocked,” at the differences 
between northern and southern California. “It was like 
two different worlds,” she says “they could easily be two              
different states.”

After college she “took a break,” moved to Marin and started a 
family.  “After a few years I decided that the law was really where 
I wanted to be,” she says.  Even with two young children she 
managed to graduate from University of California Hastings 
School of Law with a concentration in Civil Litigation and 
Dispute Resolution.  

She knew that her passion in advocacy lay in employee rights, 
representing individuals and not corporations.  In Law School 
she served as a law clerk at the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, the Legal Aid Society Employment Law Center’s 
disability rights program and LAS-ELC’s workers’ rights clinic.  
She also won CALI awards as the Top Student in her Trial 
Advocacy I class and Legal Externship Program.

During her third year in Law School, she won a fellowship to 
work for Legal Aid of Marin, helping disadvantaged minorities 
with housing and employee rights.  She was back to helping 
people who were disadvantaged navigate the legal system.

She sees her work in the Workers’ Compensation arena as 
an extension of employee rights. “I think everyone needs 
help dealing with the legal system, so whether it’s Workers’ 
Compensation or wage and hour issues, it’s just a matter of 
having a reasonable expectation of the outcome.”

At Jones|Clifford, she has been able to help clients navigate and 
obtain the benefits they are due in the Workers’ Compensation 
system.  She has also successfully represented public safety 
clients with career-ending injuries, obtain industrial disability 
retirements in a variety of retirement systems.

Munene also loves to volunteer and give back to her community. 
She is currently serving as one of the Board of Directors for 
the Marin County Bar Association and has been appointed to 
the California Lawyers Association Workers’ Compensation 
Executive Committee.

Munene says she loves the Bay Area, especially Marin where she 
now makes her home with her husband, a Realtor, and children. 

She is quick to point out that, unlike the stereotype that some 
seem to have about Kenyans, she does not drink coffee, (a major 
Kenyan export) and no, she does not run marathons, instead she 
enjoys hiking in beautiful Marin and camping in different parts 
of California.

In representing, those injured on the job, she notes that one of 
her greatest rewards is to hear a client unexpectedly express 
gratitude for helping them through the process, and her response 
is simply, “that is what I am here for.”

Jones|Clifford Associate Gives 
Disadvantaged an Advantage

Ann Munene
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Uninsured & Underinsured Motorist Insurance

One of the most likely causes of a catastrophic injury in 
California is a motor vehicle accident, whether on or off 
the job. Unfortunately, most drivers on the road today 
either have the minimum insurance required by law or 
no insurance at all, making it very difficult to recover 
healthcare costs and other damages from an underinsured 
driver who causes a serious accident.  Even if you prevail 
in a lawsuit, there may be nothing to recover if the other 
driver is uninsured. 

That is why Jones|Clifford recommends that you obtain no 
less than $1 million in Uninsured & Underinsured Motorist 
Coverage (UI/UM).  If you are in a motor vehicle accident 
that was the other driver’s fault, and that driver either has 
no insurance or not enough insurance, your own UI/UM 
policy will cover you whether you are on or off the job, a 
driver, a passenger, a pedestrian, or even on a bicycle. 

Generally, the cost of increasing your policy limits is very 
low, often just a dollar or so per day: please contact your 
automobile insurance agent to find out the exact details.

Many motor vehicle accidents also involve questions of 
liability, damages, and the nature and extent of an injury. 
When the accident also occurs on the job, there is a 
complex relationship between the workers’ compensation 
claim and the personal injury claim. We suggest that you 
contact an attorney immediately after an accident or injury 
to be advised of your rights.  The attorneys at Jones|Clifford 
have decades of experience and expertise with these types 
of claims.

If you have sufficient UI/UM coverage when you are 
injured, you will likely have more and better options.
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